Reliable, easy-to-use replacement
cost estimates for every property
in your portfolio
360Value®

360Value

360Value® provides replacement
cost estimates grounded in actual
claims experience

What sets 360Value apart?
• True component-based replacement cost estimates of labor and building materials that
are up-to-date and localized, which provides reliable insurance-to-value across the policy life cycle
• Speedy workflow with reliable prefill data
• Seamless integration into virtually any underwriting environment
• Estimates based on real-world loss claims and validated at the local level

Align your coverage to claims
From underwriting new risks to policy renewal, you can count on 360Value to generate
reliable estimates for every commercial property in your portfolio. That’s because 360Value
estimates account for all costs needed to reconstruct a property to its original condition.
We continually update our database with real-time feedback from tens of thousands of
contractors and claims adjusters, extensive material and labor cost surveys, and analysis
of millions of actual damage repair estimates each year.
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360Value estimates in ProMetrix—
any way you want them
360Value on demand: Generate a 360Value estimate in ProMetrix with
“five easy pieces” of handy data: Square footage, occupancy, year built,
number of stories, and construction class.
Add on to loss-cost reports: Ordering an estimated loss-cost report in
ProMetrix? Get a 360Value estimate with one click.
Order multiple reports at once: If you use our batch upload tool, you
can order multiple reports by entering addresses or Risk IDs, from
360Value to the Building Underwriting Report to WaterLineTM.
Built into the Roof Underwriting Report: A 360Value replacement cost
estimate is automatically included as a key part of our Roof
Underwriting Report.

360Value is easy to use

360Value is
integrated into the
Verisk ecosystem
of commercial
property solutions
ProMetrix
ProMetrix® provides reports,
prefill, aerial imagery, on-site
surveys, and modeled data.
360 Value Commercial
360Value is prefilled with
reliable, site-verified data to
ensure your replacement
cost estimates are aligned
with real-world claims from
Xactimate.

You can easily integrate the web-based 360Value replacement-cost
estimation system into virtually any underwriting environment. The
360Value client services team provides multiple support options,
including an account manager who is responsible for ensuring your
satisfaction. 360Value includes a context-sensitive help system and
online tutorials. A single user interface makes it easy to cross-train
agents and underwriters to quote multiple lines of business, including:

OneXperience™
for Commercial Property
Quick, reliable, real-time
commercial property data
provided efficiently with
digital engagement.
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Xactimate
Xactimate® is a leading
InsurTech claims estimating
solution, and ties seamlessly
into 360Value to align
replacement cost estimates
with real-world. claims.

Commercial
Agricultural
Condos
Standard residential
High-value residential
Mobile/manufactured homes

Speed and reliability define today’s
underwriting process
Your customers demand speed, transparency, and exceptional service.
Whether you’re selling online, through agents, or using a call center, a
positive customer experience starts with detailed property information
combined with analytic tools to provide fast and reliable results.
360Value boasts a 99.9 percent uptime record. Updates are seamless
and always backwards compatible—no new coding needed from your
IT team.

360Value Commercial
Contents
Entering just a business
name and address, insurers
can easily and swiftly access
a replacement cost estimate
for a business’s personal
property that’s based on
real-world claims.
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Bundle 360Value with other ProMetrix reports

Building
Underwriting Report

Building
Fundamentals

On-site inspections
and interior

Building attributes from
tax assessor and modeled
data, including
ProMetrix-based score

Property
Details Report
On-site assessments
exterior
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